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THIS issue’s article comes from a personal place in

my heart, featuring a topic that recently caused me

some distress. My partnership reached a rather silly

contract with a slam makeable in another suit, so we

are going to look at responding to take-out doubles.

RESPONDING WITH BAD HANDS

Let’s take the simple situation where partner has
doubled a 1™ opening and the next hand passes.
The general idea is that responder has two main
responsibilities – he has to pick the strain (ie bid his
best suit) and do so at a level which indicates how
strong he is. 

When you hold a bad hand you respond at the

minimum level and indicate between 0 and 7 high

card points. Ideally you would like to respond 1´ as

then you can play at the one level, but only do this

if you have four spades. A lot of people think that

responding in a three card spade suit is a good idea

on bad hands as it keeps you a level lower, but this

is not true. All that happens is partner raises you to

4´! 

If you respond in a minor suit, even if it has to be

at the two level, then you dampen partner’s

enthusiasm.  Remember that when partner makes a

take out double of 1™ he won’t normally have five

spades, but he will sometimes have a 5-card minor. 

The other option to be considered is a 1NT

response. After all, if partner has shortage in

opener’s suit, and the next hand doesn’t raise, then

you will often have length (five cards is not

uncommon) in opener’s major.

However, in response to a double, 1NT is not a

dustbin bid. It should be bid on constructive hands

with a stopper in the opponents’ suit and a range of

about 7-10 points. If you choose to bid it on weaker

hands because you can think of nothing better then

you must be prepared to accept the consequences

when partner reaches briskly for the stop card and

launches you into game. 

Let’s look at a few hands you might hold after

partner has doubled a 1™ opening for take-out and

the next hand has passed.

Hand A has feeble values that will contribute little

towards the making of game, slow the boat down

with a response of 2®. It’s true that a 4-3 spade fit

might play well from your hand if you bid 1´ and

partner passes, but it is likely he will raise you if you

bid the suit first. 

Hand B is just about worth 1NT. The hand isn’t as

good as it seems since your hearts are under the

opener and you will struggle to get to your hand –

but if they lead a heart at least you will have gained

a trick by playing no trumps from your side.

Hand C is a bad hand with a bad suit and

responding 2tmight seem ugly but there is light at

the end of the tunnel. The fact that there has been

no heart raise suggests partner has some length

there, which means he might well be strong

balanced (19+) and be able to bid no trumps over

your 2t response. If you bid a clever 1´ of course,

you will find yourself trying to make ten tricks in a

4-3 fit very shortly.                          

RESPONDING WITH GOOD HANDS

With more constructive values (8-10 points) a

single jump is required to indicate to partner you

aren’t completely broke. As usual you must take

distribution into account as there are hands of that

strength that might go straight to game if they are

shapely enough. Distribution and length are just as

important as high card points. 

BIDDING THE OPPOSITION SUIT

Hands which expect to make a game but aren’t

sure of the final denomination should respond by

bidding the opponent’s suit to elicit more

information. This gets partner to speak again and

forces your partnership to a game contract. In

Hand A Hand B Hand C

´ Q 5 4 ´ J 8 ´ A J 3 

™ J 9 7 4 3 ™ K J 9 6 2 ™ 9 6 2

t 6 t 9 7 6 3 t 7 5 4 2

® 10 8 4 3 ® Q 2 ® 9 8 6
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traditional Acol it was regarded as forcing to suit

agreement which meant when you had a fit you

could stop in a part-score but when it was a misfit

you had to play in game. The merits of this have

always escaped me and I would suggest you play the

simpler method I espouse. Even if it is less accurate

it saves the strain on memory of trying to work out

whether or not you are in a game force.

In the examples below let’s assume that partner

has doubled 1® for take-out and the next hand has

passed.

Hand D should respond 2´, however unattractive.

You need to show signs of life and even though your

spades are modest it will identify a 4-4 fit if one

exists. If partner has a minimum hand he will pass,

if he is stronger he will raise spades with four or bid

the opponents suit to probe further, over which you

can bid no trumps. 

Hand E should bid 4™. If partner has a normal

4441 and a 12 count then ten tricks will be easy. If

partner has any kind of off-shape double or a hand

too strong for an overcall you want to stress the

hearts and make it clear you have a long suit. 

Hand F will probably end up in 4´ if a 4-4 fit

exists, but it would be wrong to bid it now. With a

surplus of values and playability in several different

strains the right response is 2® to ask partner for

further information. If you don’t have eight spades

then you can suggest no trumps, or play in partner’s

long suit if he has one. 

Hand G is the real life hand that still grates to this

day. My partner chose the ridiculous response of

4´, which mis-described his hand completely. I held

a hand that was too strong to overcall 1™ (a 19

count with singleton ace of spades and ™A-Q-J-8-5)

and after much soul searching could think of no

better bid than to pass 4´ and hope he had a long

suit as in Hand E. The resulting 4-1 fit was the only

strain in which we couldn’t make game, although

since a grand slam was available in diamonds, 620

would hardly have troubled the scorers. 

The right response is of course 2®, since you are

worth game if you have a fit, and logic dictates you

must have a fit in either spades or diamonds. If

partner just has long hearts then he will hold extra

values (18+) so you will have game on one way or

another – he will start with 2™ and rebid the suit

later. (Remember the cue bid is forcing to game so

he has no need to jump in response). Over 2™ you

can bid 2´ to try and find a 4-4 fit. If partner rebids

his hearts you can bid 3NT to show your stopper.

On the actual hand partner would bid 3t over 2´

which you would raise to 4t. Now partner, with

extra values, would have driven to a slam.                 

Hand F Hand G

´ K J 9 4 ´ Q J 4 2 

™ A 3 2 ™ –

t Q J 7 t Q 10 8 5 3

® Q 4 3 ® A 4 3 2

Hand D Hand E

´ Q 10 7 5 ´ 6 

™ A J ™ K J 10 9 3 2

t J 8 6 t 6 5

® Q 9 6 5 ® A 9 7 4

The dos and don’ts of responding to 
take-out doubles

Do

• answer partner’s take-out double

honestly. Only bid a major if you have

four, otherwise bid your longest suit,

even if it is a feeble minor suit of four

cards headed by the nine (or worse). 

• keep a 1NT response to a double as

constructive, with 7-10 points and a

stopper.

Don’t

• respond in 3-card majors to keep the

bidding lower, partner will simply raise

you too high and you’ll never convince

him you don’t have a 4 card suit.

• Unilaterally decide what game you are

playing in when partner doubles for take-

out unless you are very sure what the

right strain is. Remember you have an

easy cue bid of the opponent’s suit

available to initiate a game force and ask

partner more about his hand.               r


